This paper examines the structure of Cameroon Pidgin English proverbs. The data are drawn from a sample of proverbs which seem to have originated from the context of use of the language itself and are therefore not translations from foreign languages and cultures. The analysis, which is done following Quirk et al.'s model of syntactic study [1] [2], reveals that simple sentences occur more frequently than compound and complex sentences, with compound sentences being very limited in number. The SVO and SVC clause patterns are dominant in simple sentences and so are positive structures as opposed to negative ones in the whole corpus. Complex sentence proverbs usually contain adverbial and relative clauses. While the position of relative clauses is fixed, that of adverbial clauses is mobile and as a result, cases of fronting are common. Another thematisation technique is clefting, where the element "na" (it is… that) reproduces an earlier sentence constituent and introduces a relative clause in an otherwise simple sentence. This is one of the structural features of Cameroon Pidgin that obviously does not come from the superstrate English; seemingly, it does not come from the substrate Cameroon indigenous languages either.
Open Access Library Journal from Ghana down to Cameroon. It is a language that came into being in Cameroon during the Slave Trade years (1400-1800), and it was the only language in which Slave traders and the indigenes communicated. When trade shifted from slaves to manufactured goods, this same language continued to be used and this went on from 1800 to 1884. When the Germans arrived in 1884, Pidgin was a fully developed language and, to check its spread, they put a ban on its use. Later on, they found it difficult-practically impossible-to communicate with the indigenes and so, they had no choice but to lift this ban and use Pidgin for their colonisation programme. Since then, the language has been evolving and today it is attested in various other domains besides trade. This work is divided into four sections entitled background to the study, review of past works on proverbs, methodology adopted for the work, and analysis of the data collected. These are considered in turn.
Background to the Study
As early as 1960, Cameroon Pidgin English became the object of a number of scientific investigations. Schneider [3] - [8] , Todd [9] [10], Menang [11] [12], Mbangwana [13] [14] , Todd & Jumban [15] , Ayafor [16] and Ngefac and Sala [17] , and Sala and Ngefac [18] examined various aspects of its linguistic structure. Todd [19] devoted a book chapter to the description of aspects of its phonology, lexis and syntax. Recent works are scarce: Mbakong Tsende [20] discussed some aspects of Pidgin verb phrase constituents, Leoue [21] took up the nominal group, Anchimbe [22] looked into one specific type of verb inflection, Ayafor [23] considered aspects of the morphology and syntax of the language.
Lastly, Kouega [24] compiled a 3000 word dictionary which gives a preliminary account of the size and nature of CPE's lexical inventory based on one type of data, the spoken media; seven years later, words from other sources like the market place, politics, trades etc were added to it, which yielded a 300-page dictionary (Kouega [25] ). Latest works of a certain size include Ngefac [26] and Nkemngong Nkengasong [27] .
The bulk of research on CPE is sociolinguistic in nature (Mbassi-Manga [28] ;
Féral [29] [30] [31]; Mbangwana [32] ; Alobwede [33] ; Kouega [34] ; Mbufong [35] , Schröder [36] , Simo Bobda and Wolf [37] , Ayafor [38] , Echu [39] ). These works all show that CPE is a major lingua franca in Cameroon and, above all, it is used even in the localities where other major and minor lingua francas like Ewondo Populaire, Fulfulde, Arab Choa (Kouega [40] ) are dominant. In Anglophone Cameroon, in particular, Pidgin English is the most frequently used language in the home, the neighbourhood and the schoolyard. It is common in religion (Mbangwana [32] ; actually, the Catholic Church has adopted it as the language of preaching in rural areas (Kouega and Emaleu [41] ), and it has been publishing prayer books and extracts of the Gospel in it (Catholic Mission [42] [43]). Recently, the proportion of its use in the spoken media became significant, as all new private radio stations have programmes in it (see list in Kouega [40] . [49] do not share. In Cameroon today, CPE and Standard English form a continuum (Kouega [50] ), with illiterates having only CPE, the basilectal variety, as their out-group language and educated people being capable of using English as well.
In-between these two extremes are semi-education people, who can hardly keep the two varieties apart.
While the linguistic works cited so far focused on language in its social context and on lower level linguistic elements, one study (Kouega [51] ) tackled a higher level of language patterning i.e. discourse; it considered market transactions in CPE, using the model of discourse analysis initiated by Sinclair and
Coulthard [52] . The study revealed that bargaining, which is realised with both linguistic and non-verbal cues involving swearing, begging, insisting, persuading and other persuasive tones of voice and postures, was the central element of market transactions [53] . Another study (Kouega [54] ) took up telephone conversations, focusing on their beginnings and endings and using the model of discourse analysis developed by Schegloff and Sacks [55] and Coronel-Molina [56] . The study outlined the various linguistic features that users exploit to perform such communicative functions as checking the channel, greeting, checking callers' identity or terminating an interaction. It also identified a number of cultural features that surface in telephone conversations, like the habit of using a series of prayers to God to signal pre-closing sequences. These linguistic and cultural practices are widespread and some of them have even permeated into L2
English in Cameroon (Kouega [40] ).
Review of Literature
This section considers works on proverbs in general and Cameroon Pidgin English proverbs in particular.
Works on Proverbs
These works usually consider the origin of proverbs, their syntactic structures, their sound patterns and occasionally their thematic categories. Mieder [57] , a leading figure in paremiology, identified four sources for the distribution of Barking dogs do not bite.
Love is blind.
One hand washes the other.
One swallow does not make summer.
Still waters run deep.
Walls have ears.
Where there is smoke there is fire.
A second source of proverbs for the entire European continent and beyond is the Bible, whose proverbs date back to classical antiquity. Here are a few illustrations:
A prophet is without honour save in his own country.
An eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth.
As you sow so you reap.
Do as you would be done by.
He that will not work, shall not eat.
He who digs a pit for others, falls in himself.
There is nothing new under the sun.
The third source for common European proverbs is Medieval Latin. Actually in the Middle Ages, Latin had attained the status of a lingua franca:
All roads lead to Rome.
All that glitters is not gold.
At night, all the cats are grey.
Clothes do not make the man.
Crows will not pick out crows' eyes.
New brooms sweep clean.
No rose without horns.
Strike when the iron is hot.
The fourth source for common European proverbs is the mass media, which reverses the historical move of proverbs from Europe to the United States:
A picture is worth a thousand words.
It takes two to tango.
Garbage in, garbage out.
Phonic proverbial studies identify such patterns as assonance, alliteration, consonance and rhyming (Lindstromberg [58] ). Thematically, proverbs are said to fall into various categories; in a description of the Dongolawi Nubian language proverbs, Taha [59] revealed that they cover general themes like cooperation, collaboration, marriage and family issues, advice and guidance, warning and greed. Owomoyela [60] Yoruba". He found that they are made up of simple, complex, sequential and parallel sentences on the one hand, and that they are characterised at the lexical level by features of repetition, contrast and word play on the other. Examining syntactic proverbial markers in the Irish language, MacCoinnigh [62] found that the simple sentence is dominant (57% of 1000 tokens), far above complex sentences (27%) and compound ones (8%), the remainder being phrasal proverbs.
Works on Cameroon Pidgin Proverbs
The first sample of Cameroon Pidgin proverbs was collected by Schneider [6] but Todd [63] is the only other researcher who has devoted a full article to this domain. Her data were picked out from her conversations with Bamenda Grasslanders in the course of a few hours of contact with them. From her broad corpus she removed the proverbs that were already recorded by Schneider [6] and was left with a total of 82 tokens. The analysis of these 82 tokens revealed that four proverbs i.e. 5%, were drawn directly from Standard English (as the examples 1 -2 below show), 16% had parallels in at least one of the Cameroon vernaculars (e.g. 3 -4 below), 14% almost certainly arose in Cameroon (e.g. 5 -6 below), 40% had analogues in Krio (e.g. 7 -8 below) and 29% were of unknown sources (e.g. 9 -10 below). These ten illustrative proverbs, which are converted into the writing convention outlined in Kouega [24] p. 31, are reproduced below, together with the explanations provided by Todd.
1) Eni man fo yi sef Got fo wi ol.
(Any man for he self God for we all. ≈Every man looks after his own interests, God looks after us all.)
2) Got no di slip.
(God not sleep. ≈God is aware of everything.)
3) Eni alata na kin fo yi hol.
(Any rat is king in his hole. ≈Everyone has a sphere of influence in which he is most important./ The beetle in its hole is a sultan.) 4) Tifman yi fam na soso medesin.
(Thief his farm is so so medicine. ≈A thief knows how to secure his property against theft.) 5) Di tin we yi bin du kaka di sem tu go du kofi.
(The thing which did cocoa the same too will do coffee. ≈That which brought about disaster to the cocoa industry will also ruin coffee (i.e. we rarely learn from past misfortunes.) 6) Mimbo kech alata plenti sef yi no di silip fo pusi yi bet.
(Wine catch rat plenty even he no sleep for pussy he bed. ≈No matter how drunk a rat is he does not go to sleep in a cat's bed./Rats never sleep on the mat of the cat.) 7) Bat bush no de fo trowe bat pikin. (Poverty surpass die monkey eat pepper. ≈When pressed by necessity one will make do with very little.) 9) Ai no di shut bif.
(Eye no shoot beef. ≈It cannot do any harm to look.) 10) Man pas yu, hol yi bat.
(Man pass you hold his bad. ≈If someone is better than you, you can always find consolation by concentrating on his weaknesses).
Methodology
Informants were fluent speakers of Pidgin English, especially uneducated or low education people (market women, labourers, truck drivers…) in the Southwest and Northwest regions of Cameroon. They interacted with the researcher and his assistants either individually or in groups. The most rewarding settings were pubs where a few bottles of drinks were offered to the informants, bus stations while passengers were waiting for their buses to take off and market places during shopping. Given the nature of the settings of the study (pubs, market places, coach stations…) and the fact that the respondents sometimes answered in chorus, it is difficult to tell how many people took part in the exercise and to provide detailed demographic information on each of them. Impressionistically their ages ranged from 25 to 75 years. The materials presented to them were proverb-like utterances extracted from a collection of Cameroon Pidgin English texts, the tagging of which will start immediately funding from any source is secured.
From Mieder's observation [64] (p. 119) that "proverbs are short, generally known sentences of the folk…", a sentence completion test was designed and conducted orally. The initial fragment of each of these proverb-like utterances was read out to these informants for them to invoke the entire proverbs. When a fragment of an utterance was quoted and the informants spontaneously completed it, that utterance was marked as a potential proverb. When, on the contrary, the expected element was not supplied instantly, that utterance was rejected. Below are two illustrations numbered (11) and (12), where A stands for the research team and B for the informants: Cameroonian teachers reported that they had overheard some of them in political rallies or in church while foreign teachers were rather amused by the inventiveness of Cameroon Pidgin speakers. From these respondents' comments, one can claim that these 82 proverbs, which constitute the narrow corpus for this study, are actually home-grown. (Goat eat at place where they tie it. ≈A goat feeds where it is tied.) 
Analysis
The most salient structural patterns identified in the narrow corpus are outlined here, under the following three headings: sentence types, sentence classes and sentence length, and negation and thematic fronting. These are considered in turn.
Sentence Types
Structurally, Quirk et al. [1] [2] group sentences into three broad types labelled simple, compound and complex; any structure that does not fit squarely into these types is referred to as a minor sentence. Simple sentences contain just one clause while compound and complex sentences contain at least two clauses. The clauses of compound sentences are usually linked by a coordinator like "and" while those of complex sentences are usually linked by a subordinator like "before". As for minor sentences, they may be formulae, greetings and interjections.
Here is an example of each type: An attempt to group Pidgin proverbs into these four sentence types gives the results in Table 1 .
As A count of these patterns gives the following result presented in Table 2 .
As Table 2 shows, the SVO and SVC clause types are dominant as, together, they make up close to 60% of 35 cases.
Compound Sentence Type Proverbs
Compound sentences are said to include at least two clauses linked by a coordinator as the example above illustrates. Such compounds which actually contain an explicit coordinator are non-existent in the proverb corpus. Common If you hit me and I hit you, God will not be angry.
Complex Sentence Type Proverbs
They are usually introduced by various indicators including the following: presence of more than one verb, of subordinators like "if" (if), "se" (that), "we" (where), "ontil" (until), "wen" (when) and of the item "na" (it is …that) etc. Depending on the subordinators, the embedded clause may be relative, nominal, The count of these complex structures is presented in Table 3 below. Table 3 shows that adverbial clauses (36.67% of 30 cases), which are introduced by conjunctions like "if" (if), "ontil" (until) and "wen" (when), are the most frequently found pattern. Relative clauses (26.67%) are introduced by the conjunction "we" (which, that) while comparative clauses (6.67%) are indicated by the marker "pas" (more than). Nominal clauses (3.33%) are rare: the lone case identified is introduced by the conjunction "se" (that); it follows the verb "laf"
(laugh), which is transitive in this language. The last category labelled "others", which includes clauses introduced by the word "na" (it is… that), is considered later.
Sentence Classes and Sentence Length
As Quirk et al. [1] [2] point out, simple sentences are divided into four major syntactic classes labelled statements, questions, commands and exclamations. What a noise they are making! (exclamation)
An attempt at grouping proverbs into these four classes yielded the results outlined in Table 4 .
As Table 4 shows, 85% of 82 proverbs are statements while 15% are commands. Interestingly, questions and commands are non-existent. This finding corroborates Dundes' observation [65] that proverbs are generally declarative.
An attempt was made to check the word length of each token. The shortest proverbs were found to have three words while the longest had 18 words, as 44 -46 show. When the total number of words making up the 82 proverbs was counted, it was found that the mean proverb word length was 6.79.
44) Jelosi na puo.
(Jealousy, it is poverty./Jealousy comes from poverty.)
45) Kongosa na fie.
(Gossiping, it is fear. Gossiping comes from fear./You gossip because you are afraid of someone.)
46) Tin we ol man di si-am yi di shidon, yon man no fi si we yi tanap.
(Thing which old man is seeing it he is sitting down, young man not can see that he stand up. What an old man can see sitting down, a young man cannot see it standing up.) Interestingly, no relationship was found to exist between sentence length and sentence complexity or sentence classes.
Negation and Thematic Fronting
Negative sentences contain the negator "not", other negators being "no", The proportion of positive and negative proverbs in the corpus is outlined in Table 5 .
As Table 5 reveals, positive proverbs (60.98%) are more frequent in the corpus than negative ones and there seems to be no relationship between these structures and sentence classes or sentence types. Regarding thematic fronting, it should be noted that some sentence constituents may be manipulated to express prominence. Generally, the natural place of occurrence of a given sentence element is known; for example, the initial element of an SVC sentence is the subject, as the sentence "His name is Joe." shows.
Here, "his name" is the subject and it occurs first. However, for stylistic reasons, the C element may be fronted, as in: "Joe his name is." Similarly in a sentence like "John wore his best suit…", any element may be highlighted. Take for example these two cases: "It is John who wore the best suit…" and "It is his best suit that John wore…"; here John is highlighted in the first case and "his best (When something too much it not is sweet. ≈Too much of a thing is a disease./ All good thing must come to an end.)
The count of proverbs in these two positions gives the result presented in Table 6: Table 6 indicates that fronted subordinate clauses represent 62.5% of the 8 cases. Structurally, these clauses are usually introduced by the conjunctions "if"
and "when".
Thematic fronting in proverbs also involves cleft sentences. These are sentences in which a specific element is highlighted by the marker "na" (it is… that). This marker may be the very first sentence element as in 51) or it may be preceded by another sentence element as in 52) below: 51) Na diferen man yi pikin yi shit di smel.
(It is different man his child his faeces are smelling. ≈It is the faeces of someone else's child that smell.) 52) Man yi hat na yi beli sabi-am.
(Man his heart it is his belly that know it./It is the belly of a man that can tell what is in his heart. ≈You can't tell what someone has in mind.)
Conclusion
This paper has shown that Cameroon Pidgin proverbs have a specific sentence structure containing mainly simple and complex sentences. Embedded clauses Open Access Library Journal 
